CHAPTER II
THE  CULTIVATORS
the cultivators of Goozerat do not live, as those of European
countries do, each upon his own farm, but are invariably con-
centrated into villages By the term village is strictly meant,
not merely the collection of dwellings which the cultivators
inhabit, but the whole area which is m their occupation A
large part of the province is, as we have said, covered with
groves of stately trees Where foliage is less common, as m
the districts lying contiguous to the Runn of Kutch, a grove
of trees is the usual accompaniment of a village Like the
towns, each village has its neighbouring stream or tank, and
most frequently its mosque and temple The fields are, in the
richer parts of the province, enclosed with strong and high
permanent hedges, which, with the noble trees that everywhere
abound, render the country so close that the boundaries of a
field circumscribe the view, and unless the hum of voices, the
whirr of the spinning-wheel, or the barking of dogs, gives him
notice of its vicinity, the traveller may enter a village almost
unawares Hedges and trees here swarm with birds of many
varieties, from the peacock to the sparrow, game of all kinds is
in the greatest abundance, and monkeys rove about m troops,
or rather m armies In other parts of the country, as, for
instance, in the territories of the Jhala chieftains, the eye
ranges undisturbed as if over a sheet of water, many villages
may be distinguished at a single glance, and the presence of a
herd of antelopes or the approach of a score of horsemen may
be easily perceived at a distance of miles
The cultivators are an industrious and orderly class of people,
simple m their mode of life They rise before daybreak, and,
throwing grass before their bullocks, busy themselves for a few
minutes in certain domestic affairs By the time the cattle
have finished their food, they are themselves ready for the field,
to which they now set out, driving the beasts before them.
They remain the whole of the day employed in the agricultural

